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The contents of this report reflect the views of the authors who are responsible for 
the facts and the accuracy of the data presented herein. The contents do not necessarily 
reflect the official views or policies of the Iowa Department of Transportation or the 
Federal Highway Administration. This report does not constitute a standard, specification, 
or regulation. 
ABSTRACf 
One full-scale vehicle crash test was conducted on the Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier 
Rail. Test 15-1 was conducted with at 5,500 pound vehicle at 22.5 degrees and 60.6 mph. 
The overall test length of the barrier was 200 feet. The barrier was shop fabricated 
and transported to the test site in 20 foot length sections. The cross-section of the barrier 
consisted of two stacked steel HP 14x73 (A36) shapes with the edges of the flanges placed 
back to back and held together by welded steel straps spaced 5 feet on centers. The inside 
box section between the HP shapes was filled with concrete. The height of the barrier was 
29 inches. The 20 foot length sections were bolted together at the test site. 
The location of the vehicle impact was 100 feet from the end of the barrier 
installation. This was also the location where two sections were bolted together. 
The test was evaluated according to the safety criteria in NCHRP 230 and also in the 
AASHTO guide specifications, performance level 2. The safety performance of the Iowa 
Steel Temporary Barrier Rail was determined to be satisfactory. 
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1. INTRODUCI'ION 
1.1. Problem Statement 
The Iowa Department of Transportation (lOOT) and the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA} are concerned with the safety and structural adequacy of highway 
and bridge railing systems installed on Iowa highways. The performance of certain Iowa 
Railing systems, now in service, cannot be predicted nor verified by conventional analysis. 
Current AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges permits the 
qualification of railing systems by full-scale vehicle crash testing. The Federal Highway 
Administration has directed that bridge railing systems be successfully crash tested before 
their use on Federal Aid Projects is approved. 
Space limitations for work, such as repair and rehabilitation on bridge decks, 
sometimes prevents the use of a full-section New Jersey barrier between the work area and 
the traveled roadway. Thus, full-scale vehicle crash testing was performed to evaluate the 
half-scale New Jersey barrier for the possibility of overturning, deflection, and the strength 
of the connections (1). The safety performance of the Iowa Temporary Concrete Barrier 
Rail Half-Section was determined to be unsatisfactory. 
The unsatisfactory safety performance of the Iowa Temporary Concrete Barrier Rail 
provoked the need for an alternative temporary barrier rail (1). Thus, a safety performance 
evaluation was conducted for the Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier Rail. 
The results of this study will be used to help guide the IDOT in the use of temporary 
barriers in the work zone. 
1 
1.2. Objective of Study 
The objective of the research study was to evaluate the safety performance of the 
Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier Rail by conducting a full-scale vehicle crash test in 
accordance with the "Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance Evaluation of 
Highway Appurtenances," NCHRP 230 (2) and also in the "Guide Specifications for Bridge 
Railings, 11 AASHTO (l). 
2 
2. TEST CONDITIONS 
2.1. Test Facility 
2.1.1. Test Site 
The test site facility was located at Lincoln Air-Park on the NW end of the west 
apron of the lincoln Municipal Airport. The test facility, shown in Figure 1, is 
approximately 5 mi. NW of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. 
An 8ft. high chain-linked security fence surrounds the test site facility to ensure that 
no vandalism would occur to the test articles or test vehicles which could possibly disrupt 
the results of the tests. 
2.1.2. Vehicle Tow System 
A reverse cable tow, with a 1:2 mechanical advantage, was used to propel the test 
vehicle. The distance traveled and speed of the tow vehicle are one-half of that of the test 
vehicle. A sketch of the cable tow system is shown in Figure 2. The test vehicle was 
released from the tow cable approximately 18 feet before impact with the Steel Temporary 
Barrier Rail. Photographs of the tow vehicle and the attached fifth-wheel are shown in 
Figure 3. The fifth-wheel, built by the Nucleus Corporation, was used for accurately towing 
the test vehicle at the required target speed with the aid of a digital speedometer in the tow 
vehicle. 
2.1.3. Vehicle Guidance System 
A vehicle guidance system, developed by Hinch (~), was used to steer the test vehicle. 
Photographs of the guidance s.ystem are shown in Figure 6; a sketch of the guidance system 
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FIGURE 3. PHOTOGRAPHS OF TOW VEHICLE AND FIFTH WHEEL . 
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was sheared off 18 feet before impact with the Steel Temporary Barrier Rail. The 3/8 in. 
diameter guide cable was tensioned to 3,000 pounds, and it was supported laterally and 
vertically every 100 ft. by hinged stanchions. The hinged stanchions stood upright while 
holding up the guide cable. When the vehicle passed, the guide-flag struck each stanchion 
and knocked it to the ground. the vehicle guidance system was approximately 1,500 ft. in 
length. 
2.2. Barrier Desiam Details 
The design drawing details of the Iowa steel temporary barrier rail are shown in 
Figure 4, and photographs of the barrier being installed on the level concrete apron at the 
test site are shown in Figure 5. 
The overall test length of the barrier was 200 feet. The barrier was shop fabricated 
and transported to the test site in 20 foot length sections. The cross-section of the barrier 
consisted of two steel, stacked HP14x73 (A36) shapes with the edges of the flanges placed 
back to back and held together by welded steel straps spaced 5 feet on centers. 
In order to increase the weight and stiffness of the barrier, the inside box section 
between the HP shapes was filled with concrete. The height of the barrier was 29 inches. 
The 20 foot length sections were bolted together with splice plates at the test site. The fill 
concrete stopped one foot short of each end of a section. 
Photographs of the barrier prior to conducting the test are shown in Figure 6. The 
barrier was "free-standing" with no attachments to the level concrete apron. 
7 
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2.3. Test Vehicle 
The test vehicle was a 1983 3/4-ton Chevrolet (Scottsdale} pickup truck weighing 
5,500 pounds. Photographs of the test vehicle are shown in Figure 7, and the physical 
measurements of the test vehicle are shown in Figure 8. 
Steel plates, bolted to the rear box, were used in order for the test vehicle to conform 
to the weight and the center-of-mass location specifications in AASHTO (~). 
Three 8-in. square, black and white checkered targets were placed on the top of the 
test vehicle. The middle target was placed over the center of mass. Additional roof targets 
were placed ahead of and behind the center of mass. The targets were used in the analysis 
of the high speed film. In addition to the roof targets, side and rear targets were placed at 
known positions to aid in the evaluation process. 
Two 5B flash-bulbs were mounted on the roof of the test vehicle to record the time 
of impact with the bridge rail on the high-speed film. The flash bulbs were fired by a 
pressure tape switch mounted on the front face of the bumper. 
The front wheels of the test vehicle were aligned to a toe-in value of zero-zero so 
that the vehicle would track properly· along the guide cable. 
2.4. Data Acguisition Systems 
2.4.1. Accelerometers 
Six Endevco triaxial piezoresistive accelerometers (Model 7264) with a range of ± 
200 g's were used to measure the accelerations in the longitudinal, lateral, and vertical 
directions of the test vehicle. Two accelerometers were mounted in each of the three 
directions so that there would be two readings to compare. The accelerometers were rigidly 
11 
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FIGURE 7. PHOTOGRAPHS OF TEST VEHICLE BEFORE IMPACT . 
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attached to a metal block mounted at the center-of-mass. The signals from the 
accelerometers were received and conditioned by an onboard vehicle Metraplex Unit. The 
multiplexed signal was then radio transmitted to the Honeywell 101 Analog Tape Recorder 
in the central control van. A flow chart of the accelerometer data acquisition system is 
shown in Figure 9, and photographs of the system located in the test vehicle and the 
centrally controlled step van are shown in Figures 7 and 10. The latest state-of-the-art 
computer software, "Computerscope and DSP'', was used to analyze and plot the 
accelerometer data on a Cyclone 386/ AT, which uses a very high-speed data acquisition 
board. 
2.4.2. Hi2h-Speed Photo2faphy 
Three high-speed 16 mm cameras were used to film the crash tests. The cameras 
operated at approximately 500 frames/sec. The overhead camera was a Red Lake Locam 
with a wide angle 12.5 mm lens. It was placed approximately 60 ft. above the concrete 
apron. The parallel camera was a Photec IV with an 80 mm lens. It was placed 250 ft. 
downstream and offset 3 ft. from a line parallel to the barrier rail. The perpendicular 
camera was a Photec IV with a 55 mri1 lens. It was placed 165 ft. from the vehicle point of 
impact. A schematic of the camera locations is shown in Figure 11. 
A 20 ft. wide by 100 ft. long grid layout, shown in Figure 6, was painted on the 
concrete slab surface parallel and perpendicular to the barrier. The white-colored grid was 
incremented with 5 ft. divisions in both directions to give a visible reference system which 
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FIGURE II. LAYOUT OF HIGH - SPEED 
CAMERAS 
The film was analyzed using the Vanguard Motion Analyzer. The camera divergence 
correction factors were also taken into consideration in the analysis of the high-speed film. 
2.4.3. Speed Trap Switches 
Eight tape pressure switches spaced at 5 ft. intervals were used to determine the 
speed of the vehicle before and after impact. Each tape switch fired a blue 5B flash-bulb 
located near each switch on the concrete slab as the left front tire of the test vehicle passed 
over it. The average speed of the test vehicle between the tape switches was determined 
by knowing the distance between pressure switches, the calibrated camera speed, and the 
number of frames from the high-speed film between flashes. In addition, the average speed 
was determined from electronic timing mark data recorded on the oscilloscope software 
used with the 386/AT computer as the test vehicle passed over each tape switch. 
2.5. Test Parameters 
Test 15-1 was conducted at a target impact speed of 60 mph with a target impact 
angle of 20 degrees. A 1983 Chevrolet Scottsdale 3/ 4-ton pickup weighing 5,500 pounds was 
used as the crash test vehicle. The location of impact was 100 ft. downstream from the 
north end of the barrier rail, at a fieid assembly joint. 
18 
3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION CRITERIA 
At the present time, there is no specific criteria for evaluating the safety performance 
of temporary barrier railings to protect (a) workmen in a bridge construction zone, and (b) 
the occupants in a run-off-the-road vehicle. However, there are currently two sources of 
criteria for longitudinal barriers which are similar in many details to temporary barrier 
railings. The two sources are: 
1. NCHRP 230 (2) ... Recommended Procedures for the Safety Performance 
Evaluation of Highway Appurtenances (1981) 
2. AASHTO (~) ...... Guide Specifications for Bridge Railings (1989) 
The criteria in AASHTO has been officially adopted by the Federal Highway 
Administration (FHWA), and the criteria in NCHRP 230 is currently being updated by Ross 
(5.) of the Texas Transportation Institute for use in the year 1992. 
The two sources of criteria to evaluate the safety performance of longitudinal barriers 
are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3. The selected vehicle impact conditions are most 
representative of the actual highway conditions in which the Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier 
Rail will be used. The decision to use the 5,400 pound pickup truck impacting the barrier 
at 60 mph and 20 degrees was made by the Iowa DOT with approval by the FHWA. 
After the test the vehicle damage was assessed by the traffic accident data scale 
(TAD) (n) and the vehicle damage index (VDI) (1). 
It is reasonable to assume that the update of NCHRP 230 will contain specific 
criteria for construction zone barriers. The specific criteria will mostly include most of the 
existing criteria with perhaps modifications on (a) the impact speed and angle, and (b) the 
maximum amount of controlled lateral barrier deflection in item "A" of NCHRP 230 and 













CRITERIA TO EVALUATE CRASH TESTS ON LONGITUDINAL BARRIERS 
Test Service Type Test Impact Conditions Criteria1 
No. Level Barrier Vehicle 
Speed Angle Railing (lbs) (mph) (deg) Location Required Desirable 
Guardrail2 4,500 Near A,D,E, 
10 (Length of Need) (Sedan) 60 25 Splice H, I 
5,400 Near Splice 3, a, b, 3, e, f, 
PL-2 Bridge2 (Pickup) 60 20 (NCHRP 230) c,d g,h 
Description of criteria in Tables 2 and 3. 
Since there are no specific criteria for construction barriers, the criteria for these systems were used to evaluate this 
test. 
TABLE 2. NCHRP 230 EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Structural A: Test article shall smoothly redirect the vehicle; the vehicle shall 
Adequacy not penetrate or go over the installation although controlled 
lateral deflection of the test article is acceptable. 
D. Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test 
article shall not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the 
passenger compartment or present undue hazard to other traffic. 
Occupant E. The vehicle shall remain upright during and after collision 
Risk although moderate roll, pitching, and yawing are acceptable. 
Integrity of the passenger compartment must be maintained with 
essentially no deformation or intrusion. 
Vehicle H. After collision, vehicle trajectory and final stopping position shall 
Trajectory intrude a minimum distance, if at all, into adjacent traffic lanes. 
I. In test where the vehicle is judged to be redirected into or 
stopped while in adjacent traffic lanes, vehicle speed change 
during test article collision should be less than 15 mph and the 
exit angle from the test article should be less than 60 percent of 
test impact angle, both measured at time of vehicle loss of 
contact with test device. 
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TABLE 3. AASHTO EVALUATION CRITERIA 
a. The test article shall contain the vehicle; neither the vehicle nor its cargo shall 
penetrate or go over the installation. Controlled lateral deflection of the test 
article is acceptable. 
b. Detached elements, fragments, or other debris from the test article shall not 
penetrate or show potential for penetrating the passenger compartment or 
present undue hazard to other traffic. 
c. Integrity of the passenger compartment must be maintained with no intrusion 
and essentially no deformation. 
d. The vehicle shall remain upright during and after collision. 
e. The test article shall smoothly redirect the vehicle. A redirection is deemed 
smooth if the rear of the vehicle does not yaw more than 5 degrees away from 
the railing from time of impact until the vehicle separates from the railing. 
f. The smoothness of the vehicle-railing interaction is further assessed by the 
effective coefficient of friction #J., where #J. = (cose - VP/V)/sine. 
u Assessment 
0.0 - 0.25 Good 
0.26- 0.35 Fair 
>0.35 Marginal 
g. The impact velocity of a hypothetical front-seat passenger against the vehicle 
interior, calculated from vehicle accelerations and 2.0 ft. longitudinal and 1.0 ft. 
lateral displacements, shall be less than: 
Occupant Impact Velocity- fps 
Lon~itudinal Lateral 
30 25 
and for the vehicle highest 10-ms average accelerations subsequent to the instant 
of hypothetical passenger impact should be less than: 
Occupant Ridedown Accelerations - &'s 
Lon~itudinal Lateral 
15 15 
h. Vehicle exit angle from the barrier shall not be more than 12 degrees. Within 
100 ft. plus the length of the test vehicle from the point of initial impact with 
the railing, the railing side of the vehicle shall move no more than 20 ft. from 
the line of the traffic face of the railing. 
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4. TEST RESULTS 
4.1. Test No. 15-1 
A summary of the test results are shown in Figure 12. The test vehicle impacted the 
barrier at the midspan bolted connection (Joint #5) at a speed of 60.6 mph and an angle 
of 22.5 degrees. The sequential photographs are shown in Figure 13. 
The barrier began to deflect and slide on the concrete apron at a time of 44 msec 
after impact. At a time of 223 msec., the test vehicle speed decreased to 50.2 mph as it 
became parallel to the undeformed centerline of the barrier. The test vehicle exited the 
barrier at a speed of 49.4 mph and at a flat angle of 1.5 degrees. 
At a distance of 65 feet from the point of impact, the impact side of the test vehicle 
reached a maximum rebound distance of 2.0 feet from the traffic face of the barrier. The 
test vehicle then began to turn rapidly back toward the barrier and crossed over the 
extended centerline of the barrier at a distance of approximately 122 feet from the point of 
impact and 22 feet beyond the end of the barrier. 
Photographs of the barrier after impact are shown in Figure 14 and a sketch of the 
displacements of the barrier bolted connections is shown in Figure 15. The maximum 
displacement of 17 9/16-inches occurred at the point of vehicle impact and connection Joint 
No. 5. Member 5-6, the first member downstream from the point of impact, was the only 
member to experience a permanent deformation. This deformation is 1 /8-inch. 
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~ 
IMpo.ct 45 Msec 161 Msec 223 Msec 314 Msec 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1'-1 5/8 -I r-
• • p~$· 
IMpo.ct 
• • J- 20' -1 • 
zol1:ed1
1 1/2 -II-- -II-- 1/2 ~~~ 
"' 1£ "' 2'- 5 
200' 
Test No . .. . . . .... !5-1 
Do.te . . . . . . . . •• • 8/25/89 
Test Vehicle 
Model ... . . ... 1983 Chev. Prckup 
'w'erght 
Test Inertia. . 51500 llos. 
Gross Sto. tic . 51500 Uos. 
IMpo.ct Conolltlons 
Speed . . . . . . . 60.6 Mph 
Angle . . • • 22.5 deg . 
Exrt Conditions 
Speed . . .. . 49.4 Mph 
Angle . . . . . . 1.5 deg. 
Reloound (Mo.x ). . . 2.0 ft @ 65 ft 
Connec Ions ~....-.... u "' 
Bo.rrrer Do.Mo.ge (deflections) 
Connection <no. 5). . . . . . . . 17 9/16 rn. 
PerMo.nent Set <MeMioer 5-6). 1/8 ln. 
Vehicle Do.Mo.ge 
TAD .. .... . .... . 
VDI ...... . . . . . . . .. 
Occupo.nt !Mpo.ct Velocity 
Longltudlno.l . . .... . 
Lo.tero.l .. .. .... . ..... 





1-4 X 73 
Longltudlno.l . . . . . . . . . . . . +4.7 g's/ -6.7 g's 
La. tero.l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12.8 g' s 





24 msec Impact 
138 msec 44 msec 
225 msec 100 msec 
316 msec 161 msec 
FIGURE 13 . TIME-SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS, TEST IS-1. 
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440 msec 223 msec. 





FIGURE 13. TIME-SEQUENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHS, TEST I5-1 (cont'd). 
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FIGURE 14. PHOTOGRAPHS OF BARRIER RAIL AFTER IMPACT. 
27 
BARRIER LENGTH (ft) 
FIGURE 15. SKETCH OF BARRIER RAIL DISPLACEMENTS. 
Photographs of the damage to the test vehicle are shown in Figure 16. It is estimated 
that the test vehicle was traveling at a speed of less than 5 mph when it impacted head-on 
the previously tested retrofitted concrete barrier that was 200 feet downstream and 24 feet 
to the right of the steel temporary barrier rail. The inside occupant compartment cab area 
was intact with no barrier intrusions and essentially no deformation. It appears that the 
right rear tire and rim were badly damaged due to snagging on several of the 3 /8-inch thick 
welded tie plate straps. 
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FIGURE 16. PHOTOGRAPHS OF VEHICLE DAMAGE. 
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S. CONCLUSIONS 
One full-scale vehicle crash test was conducted to evaluate the safety performance 
of the Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier Rail. 
Test 15-1 was evaluated according to the safety performance criteria given in NCHRP 
230 (2) and AASHTO (l). The safety evaluation summaries using both sets of criteria are 
presented in Tables 4 and 5. 
The analysis of the crash test revealed the following: 
1. The temporary barrier smoothly redirected the test vehicle. 
2. The test vehicle did not penetrate or ride over the installation. 
3. The controlled lateral deflection of the test article was acceptable. 
4. There were no detached elements or fragments from the test article which 
showed potential for undue hazard to other traffic. 
5. The integrity of the passenger compartment was maintained. 
6. The test vehicle remained upright during and after the collision. 
7. The occupant risk values for impact velocity and ridedown decelerations were 
acceptable during impact. 
8. The test vehicle's change in speed was satisfactory (11.20 mph < 15 mph). 
9. The test vehicle's trajectory was satisfactory. 
Based upon the above listed items, the results of Test 15-1 are acceptable according 
to the NCHRP 230 (2) and AASHTO (J) guidelines. 
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U - Unsatisfactory 
Test article shall smoothly redirect the vehicle; the vehicle 
shall not penetrate or go over the installation although 
controlled lateral deflection of the test article is acceptable. 
Detached elements, fragments or other debris from the test 
article shall not penetrate or show potential for penetrating 
the passenger compartment or present undue hazard to 
other traffic. 
The vehicle shall remain upright during and after collision 
although moderate roll, pitching, and yawing are acceptable. 
Integrity of the passenger compartment must be maintained 
with essentially no deformation or intrusion. 
After collision, vehicle trajectory and final stopping position 
shall intrude a minimum distance, if at all, into adjacent 
traffic lanes. 
. 
In test where the vehicle is judged to be redirected into or 
stopped while in adjacent traffic lanes, vehicle speed change 
during test article collision should be less than 15 mph and 
the exit angle from the test article should be less than 60 
percent of test impact angle, both measured at time of 







TABLE 5. AASHTO EVALUATION CRITERIA 
AREA 
a. The test article shall contain the vehicle; neither the vehicle nor its 
cargo shall penetrate or go over the installation. Controlled lateral 
deflection of the test article is acceptable. 
b. Detached elements, fragments, or other debris from the test article shall 
not penetrate or show potential for penetrating the passenger 
compartment or present undue hazard to other traffic. 
c. Integrity of the passenger compartment must be maintained with no 
intrusion and essentially no deformation. 
d. The vehicle shall remain upright during and after collision. 
c. The test article shall smoothly redirect the vehicle. A redirection is 
deemed smooth if the rear of the vehicle does not yaw more than 5 
degrees away from the railing from time of impact until the vehicle 
separates from the railing. 
f. The smoothness of the vehicle-railing interaction is further assessed by 
the effective coefficient of friction ll, where ll = (cos9 - Vp/V)/sin9. 
u Assessment 
0.0- 0.25 Good 
0.26- 0.35 Fair 
> 035 Marginal 
g. The impact velocity of a hypothetical front-seat passenger against the 
vehicle interior, calculated from vehicle accelerations and 2.0 ft. 
longitudinal and 1.0 ft. lateral displacements, shall be less than: 
Occupant Impact Velocity- fps 
Lon~tudinal l&1llil 
30 25 
and for the vehicle highest 10-ms average accelerations subsequent to 
the instant of hypothetical passenger impact should be less than: 
Q~UPilnt Ri!.J~!.JQwn A!;;~l~rlltiQn:i - ~·:i 
Lon~tudinal !&1sa:ill 
15 15 
h. Vehicle exit angle from the barrier shall not be more than 12 degrees. 
Within 100 ft. plus the length of the test vehicle from the point of initial 
impact with the railing, the railing side of the vehicle shall move no 
more than 20 ft. from the line of the traffic face of the railing. 
S - Satisfactory 
M - Marginal 















Currently, there is no specific vehicle crash test matrix that addresses temporary 
construction zone barriers. The 5,400 pound vehicle within the PL-2 performance level of 
AASHTO (J.) has been inherently chosen to be an adequate indicator for safety 
performance evaluation. This is comparable to the 4,500 pound vehicle within test 
designation No. 10 of NCHRP 230 (2). 
The Iowa steel temporary barrier rail has met the required performance evaluation 
criteria set forth by NCHRP 230 (!) and AASHTO (2). Thus, it is our recommendation 
that the Federal Highway Administration approve this installation for use on Federal Aid 
Projects. 
The Iowa Steel Temporary Barrier Rail performed very well. The amount of work 
required to assemble and disassemble the barrier rail was found to be very time consuming, 
as stated in Appendix B. This does not promote the design concept of being portable or 
temporary. When the connection holes were match drilled and oversize drilled (varying 
between 1/16" and 3/16"), the barrier rail was still time consuming to install on the level 
concrete apron surface. 
After the vehicle had impacted and displaced the barrier rail, removal of the 
connection bolts was found to be both time consuming and difficult. The time required to 
assemble and disassemble the barrier rail installation could be reduced if the bolted 
connections were redetailed. 
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ACCELEROMETER DATA ANALYSIS 
Graph of Longitudinal Deceleration, Test 15-1 
Graph of Longitudinal Deceleration, Test 15-1 
Graph of Vehicle Change in Speed, Test 15-1 
Graph of Vehicle Change in Speed, Test 15-1 
Graph of Longitudinal Occupant Displacement, Test 15-1 
Graph of Longitudinal Occupant Displacement, Test 15-1 ........... . 
Graph of Lateral Deceleration, Test 15-1 ....................... . 
Graph of Lateral Deceleration, Test 15-1 ....................... . 
Graph of Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity, Test 15-1 .............. . 
A-10 Graph of Lateral Occupant Impact Velocity, Test 15-1 
A-11 Graph of Lateral Occupant Displacement, Test 15-1 
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FIGURE A-12. GRAPH OF LATERAL OCCUPANT DISPLACEMENT, TEST 15-1. 
APPENDIX B. 
RELEVANT SUBCONTRACI'OR CORRESPONDENCE 
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M. E. Collins Contracting Co. , Inc. 
To: Dr. Ed Post 
Civil Engr. Dept. 
Univ. of Nebraska 
P.O. Box 83 
Wahoo, NE 68066 
(402) 443-3663 
Dec. 18, 1989 
W 348 Nebraska Hall 
Lincoln, NE 68588-0531 
Re: Steel Temporary Barrier Rail 
Crash Test for Iowa D.O.T. 
Deur D.r. Pos L, 
As per your request. I have addressed in this letter the 
difficulties which M. E. Collins Contracting Co., lnc. 
encountered while dismantling the railing on the above 
mentioned project. 
Dismantling of the rail began at the Joint at which 
impact occurred. The bolts were initially attempLcd to bo 
removed by the use of a breaker bar and socket. This proved 
to be unsuccessful. A one inch air impact drill was then 
used and it did remove all of the bolts except for one. The 
bolts which the air impact drill did remove, dam~gcd the 
threads beyond reuse. The remaining bolt required the use of 
a torch to cut off the bolt head. 
The remainder of the steel rail was dismantled at every 
other joint. The one inch air impact drill was used on all 
of these bolts with four. or five bolts requiring the use of a 
torch. The maJority of the bolts removed where not rf"!usa b le 
because of damage to the threads. 
In my opinion, the work required to assemble and 
disassemble this rail system does not lend itself well to a 
multiple use barrier rail system. Mobilizing and sBtting the 
rails in place was not difficult, but assembling the rail was 
very time consuming even though the holes in the plates and 
rails were match drilled. The force required to remove the 
bolts also stripped the maJority of the bolts. I also 
believe that any attempt to assemble this rail system on an 
unlevel surface would be vory difficult. 
1 hope t,hat this let.ter has answered your questions 




Stave A. Buchanan 
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